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Co.Svi.G. – about us

CoSviG is a consortium company, whose capital is entirely public.

It was founded in 1988, with the aim of promoting the local socio-economic

development and to cooperate with Local Authorities, coordinating their

technical and financial fulfilments linked to the use of royalties resulting from

geothermal exploitation for power generation.

CoSviG is a public company, owned by:

• 14 Municipalities

• 2 provinces

• 4 consortium of municipalities

• Tuscany Region

www.cosvig.it

CoSviG has today an important role as operational arm of its

shareholders, to coordinate and enhance efforts to promote a

local development model, grounded on sustainable

development criteria and economic vocations of the territories.

A roadmap for sustainability was set up grounding on:
• Efforts towards

• diversification in production
• use of energy from renewable sources, mainly 

geothermal
• Combination of

• social, cultural and environmental characteristics 
of these areas

• technological innovation.



Co.Svi.G. – our main activities at local and regional level

Main initiatives of CoSviG

• Promotion of renewables, closely linked to local peculiarities and with focus on

geothermal energy and its direct heat uses

• Promotion and investments in commercial and tourism sector and enhancement of

rural economy

• Founding member of the Tuscan Renewable Energy Food Community (www.ccer-

toscana.it)

• GeotermiaNews, to provide information and news on geothermal energy and

renewables

• Management of structures for applied research and for the technology transfer on

renewables and energy efficiency, in order to preserve a high local know-how level on

energy related issues

• Technology Cluster on Energy and Green Economy (DTE2V) of the Tuscany Region
To strenghten competitiveness of the regional geothermal sector, through initiatives for the transfer of
technological innovation, matchmaking, seach for funding, capacity building and internationalisation.

http://www.ccer-toscana.it/


A centre of advanced expertise in geothermal energy.

It is aimed at contributing to the dissemination of

innovation and technology transfer, to promote the use of

heat from underground and its direct uses

Ministero dello Sviluppo Economico, DGRME

CEGLab – Laboratory of the Centre of Excellence for 
Geothermal Energy of Larderello

www.ceglab.it

• Measurement and characterization of geothermal fluids

• Studies on scaling and corrosion phenomena

• Geothermal heat pump systems

• Support to the development of geothermal direct uses

http://www.ceglab.it/


International initiatives:

H2020 GEOENVI - Tackling the environmental concerns for deploying
geothermal energy in Europe (closed in April 2021)

H2020 GeoSmart - Technologies for geothermal to enhance competitiveness
in smart and flexible operation

COSME GEO-ENERGY EUROPE 2 – GeoEnergy Europe for the XXI century

Horizon Europe COMPASS – Sustainable and cost-efficient Concepts enabling

green power production from superclitical and superhot geothermal wells

Our network:

https://www.geoenvi.eu/

https://www.geosmartproject.eu/

https://www.geoenergyeurope.com/

Co.Svi.G. – international activities and partnerships

https://www.geoenvi.eu/
https://www.geosmartproject.eu/
https://www.geoenergyeurope.com/
https://www.geoenvi.eu/
https://www.geosmartproject.eu/
https://www.geoenergyeurope.com/


Geothermal Energy in Tuscany

Tuscany can be considered the world cradle of 
geothermal energy

Power generation
• 34 plants
• total capacity 916 MWe 
• Production of around 6.000 GWh in 2020
• more than 30% of the regional electricity demand

Geotermal District Heating
• 21 geoDH (more other planned systems)
• total capacity around 148 MWt
• About 147 GWht produced in 2020
• More than 5.000 users connected

Direct uses for production processes
• Diaries, brewery, greenhouses, cured pork meat factory
• Other pilot projects: Spirulina microalgae, reuse of 

geothermal CO2

http://www.cosvig.it/
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GEOGRAPHIC AREA POPULATION 
(inhabitants)

EXTENTION
(km2)

DENSITY OF POPULATION 
(inhabitants/km2)

Regione Toscana 3.734.355 22.994,00 162,41

Amiata 26.839 689,29 38,94

Traditional geothermal area 16.670 1.052,74 15,83

http://www.cosvig.it/


➢ Geothermal Municipalities, Regional Authority and ENEL signed the General Agreement on Geothermal
in 2007, valid until 2024

➢ To propose a local development model on issues concerning topics in line with vocations and local
economic traditions of these territories.

➢ The Voluntary Agreements, state commitments and roles of each signing part,
• To maximize benefits for local communities
• To guarantee a correct use of the geothermal resource.

➢ The main goal of the Agreements is to propose a local development model in line with the vocations and
the local economic traditions, underlining the role that geothermal resource plays in the design of local
development planning pathways.

The general agreement on geothermal and its implementing 
agreements

http://www.cosvig.it/


➢ The impact on employment (about 1800 directly and indirectly average employed in the last 5
years), despite the strong economic crisis, aggravated by the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, are
still relevant in the municipalities where the plant is located, as demonstrated by the more than 300 new
recruitments of young people in recent years, in Tuscany.

➢ If we want to have a broader look, we can also say that geothermal energy guarantees, even at a
national level, an important socio-economic impact, ensuring an estimated employment level of over
3500 employees, between direct and indirect.

➢ Among the 10 municipalities where geothermal plants are located, 9 have already district heating,
while others are planning or building district heating networks.

➢ The availability of geothermal heat allows families to access the heating of their homes at lower
costs.

➢ Also thanks to the availability of geothermal heat, SMEs, agri-food, service, mechanical and
chemistry enterprises have flourished in Tuscany.

➢ An adequate financial support scheme is important for developing geothermal energy in Italy, even to
avoid the consequent blocking of economic investments that would lead to paralysis of the sector. This
would have serious consequences in the areas concerned in terms of loss of jobs, know-how, territorial
coverage and innovations from investments in R&D aimed at greater sustainability of the sector.

Socio-economic impact of Geothermal energy in Tuscany

http://www.cosvig.it/


➢ Small and Medium Enterprises from the agrifood sector
(e.g. diaries, brewery, greenhouses, etc.)

➢ Agrifood industries (cured pork meat factory)

➢ Nutraceutical

➢ Heating of swimming pools

➢ About 21 district heating networks in 9 municipalities, in traditional and Monte Amiata
geothermal areas

➢ Chemistry

➢ Coming examples… ICT sector, CO2 use in agriculture, food and industrial process…

We can count many examples of geothermal («waste» and not) heat direct uses in Tuscany,

but the whole potential is still untapped and offers the possibility to be used more.

Geothermal direct uses: examples from geothermal areas

http://www.cosvig.it/


Direct uses: medium-small geothermal dairy

➢ Milk processed: 160.000 l/year

➢ Heat demand: 280 MWh/year for:
- Pasteurization at 72°C

- Stewing of the curd at 30-35°C

- Cooking of ricotta at 85-90°C

➢ Geothermal energy covers the whole heat demand

- Saved primary energy: 24 TOE/year

- Saved CH4: 28.896 m3/year

- Saved CO2 emission:          60 t/year

Breakdown of the energy costs 
of a dairy that uses fossil fuels

Breakdown of energy costs 
of the geothermal dairy

Electricity 
68%

Geothermal 
32%

Electricity
23%

Natural gas 
77%

http://www.cosvig.it/
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Direct uses: geothermal greenhouse

➢ Surface: 15.000 m2

➢ Heat demand: 9.464 MWh/year (water at 90°C)

➢ Geothermal energy covers the whole heat demand

- Saved primary energy: 810 TEP/anno

- Saved CH4: 985.833 m3/anno

- Saved CO2 emission: 2.000 t/anno

Electricity
15%

Natural Gas
85%

Breakdown of the energy costs of 
a greenhouse that uses 

geothermal energy

Breakdown of the energy costs of a 
greenhouse that uses natural gas

Geothermal 
41%Electricity

59%

http://www.cosvig.it/
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➢ 10 different kinds of beer

➢ Production capacity: 60.000 l/year

➢ Economic savings on the energy bill: about
50%

➢ Environmental and energy benefits per 100 l
of beer (estimations):

5 kg of CO2

3,3 m3 of natural gas

➢ Green brewery → Good image for consumers
careful to environmental and energy issues

220°C, 8 bar

Material and Energy Flow Analysis (Peerdeman, 2017):

Direct uses: geothermal brewery

http://www.cosvig.it/


Spirulina (Arthrospira platensis): microalgae rich in iron and proteins, its market is constantly 

growing.

Conditions of the culture medium for microalgae growth:

• Temperature: 20 – 38°C

• Light

• CO2 as a source of carbon and pH stabilization

• Nutrients

Experimental cultivation of Spirulina in a geothermal environment

The project (2017-2019):

➢ Evaluate the technical and economic feasibility and define the conditions of sustainability for microalgae cultivation
in a geothermal environment, using waste heat from electricity generation and CO2 emitted from AMIS®.

➢ Where: goethermal power plant of Chiusdino (SI).

➢ Environmental benefits: each kg of bionass absorbs 2 kg of CO2 → up to 70 tons of CO2 per hectare of culture

➢ Benefits for the territory: the acquired knowledge is available to those who want to invest in a commercial
production in Tuscan
geothermal areas.
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Production costs (€/kg) of algal biomass (raw
unprocessed biomass) are lower (-56%) when
the cultivation is integrated with geothermal, 

compared to plants that heat culture water 
with natural gas
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Thank you for your kind attention!

www.ceglab.itwww.dte-toscana.it

Email: l.torsello@cosvig.it
d.bonciani@cosvig.it
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